
CITY OF HACKENSACK
MINUTES

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MEETING
TUESDAY, MAY 21, 2019

    The Committee-of-the-Whole Meeting of the City Council of the City of
Hackensack  was  held  at  City  Hall,  65  Central  Avenue,  Hackensack,  New
Jersey, on Tuesday, May 21, 2019.

 The meeting was called to order at 6:07 p.m. by Mayor Labrosse and
he asked the City Clerk to call the roll.

Present:  Mayor  Labrosse,  Deputy  Mayor  Canestrino,  Councilman
Battaglia  and  Councilwoman  Von  Rudenborg  were  in  attendance.  City
Manager Ted Ehrenburg and Attorney Steven Kleinman were present.  Deputy
Mayor Sims was absent. 

Ms.  Karlsson: “In  accordance  with  the  Open  Public  Meetings  Act,
Chapter 231, Laws of 1975, adequate notice of this meeting was provided by
sending a notice to The Record and the Star-Ledger and by posting a copy on
the Bulletin Board in City Hall."

Flag Salute 

Manager’s Report:  

Furnishing the M&M Building:   Fran Reiner –  We were asked to
provide a draft of what would be an interior furniture layout for the M&M
Building.  We have provided a list of the furniture that we were told the city
was interested in potentially considering in placing in the M&M Building.  We
separated it out by room/area.  A lot of this has to be determined by the City
and in terms of what they would like to use the rooms for.  We have identified
couches,  tables,  and  a  TV  for  the  senior  center  and  some  free-standing
tables and book shelves for that room.  In the multipurpose room, there are 9
8-foot tables shown which we were told that is what the city has.  If you
purchased  new  smaller  5-foot  tables,  you  can  get  12  in  the  room.  The
smaller multipurpose room is more of a community room for kids.  We have
identified a pool  table,  two 5-foot  tables  in  the center,  and another pool
table.  It is up to the city in terms of how they want to arrange the rooms.  

Deputy Mayor Canestrino replied – Can we go item by item?

Fran Reiner replied – In the kitchen we identified a side by side refrigerator
and freezer.  There is an area in the kitchen that allows for the space for this.
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It was indicated that the city would determine the type and model.  You can
also get an additional storage freezer that sits on the ground in a storage
room.  It is against the code to get a deep fryer.  

Deputy Mayor Canestrino responded – What about vending machines if the
kitchen is not open?  

Fran  Reiner  replied  –  We  have  not  discussed  vending  machines.   The
gymnasiums we usually are involved with do not want food on the gym floor,
especially sugary drinks, because it becomes an issue if they spill.  There is
plenty of room in the atrium and hallway to allow for vending machines.  The
common area,  which  is  the  hallway  and  atrium,  there  was  a  request  to
determine if we could provide partitions to prevent people from going into
the rooms during a sporting event.  All the doors can be locked, it would be a
code violation to block the exit doors.  We believe the city should lay down a
triangular shape that say do not go past this point.  We have indicated to
place benches in the atrium for people waiting.  The smaller multipurpose
room, we have indicated on here that there would be a television, a pool
table, ping pong table.  We have state contract specs for the pool table and
ping pong table.  Air hockey table was requested but given the other uses for
this room, you can not fit all three.  There would be no room for that plus the
chairs and tables.  There are computer stations shown. 

Deputy Mayor Canestrino responded – If  we did not have the computers,
would there be room for the air hockey table?    

Fran  Reiner  replied  –  Yes,  if  you  also  lost  those free-standing  chairs  and
computer stations.  

Councilwoman  Von  Rudenborg  replied  –  This  is  a  rec  center  so  I  think
encouraging play and recreation over technology is how I would go.  I would
put an air hockey table in there over a computer.  

Mayor Labrosse responded – I am fine with that.

Fran Reiner replied – There is a request for a gaming system and high-speed
streaming net.   We spoke  with  Frank  Borelli  and he understands  what  it
means on a monthly basis.    

Mayor Labrosse responded – I have an objection to that.  It is a rec center
and meant to take kids off of X-box, not to put them on.  I think they get
enough tech stuff.  We are pushing getting out  with  your  friends,  playing
basketball or something else.  

Councilwoman Von Rudenborg replied – I agree.  
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Fran  Reiner  replied  –  In  terms  of  the  senior  center,  we  have  shown  a
configuration for the furniture placing two small  couches in a U around a
table.  There is a proposed television in that room.  A couple of state contract
options  to  purchase them were  provided.   State  contract  does  offer  less
choices as far as colors and such but it is a faster turnaround.  It is generally
two weeks.  We did place two computer stations in this room.  We would
probably want a coat rack in this room as well.  

Deputy Mayor Canestrino responded – We are going to scratch the computer
stations in the large shared room.  

Fran  Reiner  replied  –  There  are  going  to  be  nine  tables  in  the  large
multipurpose room.  I was told this week the city has 8-foot tables so that is
what the diagram shows.  This is a divided room; you cannot get 6 on one
side  if  they are closed.   The only  configuration  that  works  is  9  with  the
divider open. In the gymnasium, we spoke with the Rec Department and they
were in contact with a vendor about padded seats which are for the players
and  scorekeepers.   We  originally  discussed  two  score  tables  but  now
potentially there may be three.  The third one would be bigger than the two
from the small side courts.  I believe the high school has a similar score table
set up.  The last was the office furniture tables and chairs.  We have provided
a state contract for office furniture. The chairs would be stored in the gym
storage area. It is my understanding that the Rec Department would like to
do bins for storage for different sports.  It is a fairly large room.   The storage
area should be able to fit all of those things as well as a wrestling mat.  

Mayor Labrosse responded – Can we put a bench outside should there be
someone waiting for a ride outside?  They would have to go into the hallway
to sit.  

Fran Reiner replied – There are plenty of areas on the exterior of the building
that we can place benches.  

Ordinance  Introduction  –  Anderson  Street  Amended
Redevelopment  Plan:   Albert  Dib  –  This  is  an  amendment  to  a
redevelopment  plan  from  a  few  years  ago.   We  had  a  developer  who
approached the city and put together a concept plan and tried to secure the
properties necessary to develop this plan but was unable to do so.  In the
year and a half that followed, we were approached by another developer and
amended the plan to something that made more sense.    This calls for more
units allowing for up to 222 for a good part of the length of Anderson Street
from Park  to  the  railroad  but  not  the  easternmost  properties,  essentially
where Rudy’s is, the Chinese restaurant, the city owned parcel where the
Building Department is.   We expect this developer to be designated in the
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coming  months  and  eventually  come  back  with  site  plan  approval.  The
proposal is more efficient than currently envisioned.  

Deputy  Mayor  Canestrino  responded  –  I  believe  there  were  just  three
changes. One is the increase in units,  another is the increase allowed for
stories from five to six, and the third is for a property to be built right on the
train station the parking requirement will be one to one instead of one and a
quarter.  

Staib Park Dog Park Update:  This evening at 4PM there was a site
visit.  We put tape around the proposed area for the dog park.  The square
footage is 75 by 50 feet.  There is another ability where the park would be
turned to have 50-foot exposure on Davis and 50 by the parking lot.  The
entrance to the dog park in either case is proposed to be from inside the
park, not from Davis.  The basic concerns are meeting the needs and the
goals of the community.  I have been here 3 years in October and since the
day I  started here I  sat  through meetings of  people who genuinely  were
heart-felt and interested in having a dog park.  We progressed through these
meetings for almost two years and we had discussions and we looked for
funding and we tried.  We retained the services of Darmofalski Engineers
who are here tonight to answer any questions.  Someone raised the issue of
cutting down trees.  The full growth trees would remain, there are two trees
that were identified in the park that have to come down because they are
unsafe.  There is some swamp maple stuff that may be clipped and cleaned
out of there.  I didn’t want the public to go in there because we sprayed for
poison ivy.  Hopefully the public will offer their interest or concerns of a dog
park.  

A motion to open to the public was offered by Deputy Mayor Canestrino and
seconded by Councilwoman Von Rudenborg. 

Mike Allegretta – Hackensack – Not too many people are happy about taking
the trees down, if anything we would want to plant more trees.  My other
concern is, is it budgeted correctly?  If you are staying in the parking lot, it is
higher, it is top soil, it is probably not stable, it needs to be cleaned up, a
couple feet probably need to be taken out.  Is there a Geotech involved with
this?  Are you going to test the soil?  How are you going to stabilize?  You
can’t build on top of topsoil.  Is it going to be tested?   What approvals does
the town need to remove those trees?  I don’t know, I am just asking.  It is
Green Acres.  Without taking any trees down, I am for the dog park.  What
about when you first pull in?  The trees are 75 to 100 feet apart.  You can
take what you have established and put it  up there.  It  is flat and would
probably be less expensive.  If you do build it in the woods it will be more
expensive.  
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Tom  Boorady  -  City  Engineer  –  I  think  the  first  question  was  regarding
movement of soil.  We are going to have to strip topsoil to make room for the
pea gravel.  We are not disturbing any of the soil, we are just removing the
top soil which will be used somewhere else.  We will build several inches of
pea gravel.  We were not anticipating having to test the soil.  

Deputy Mayor Canestrino responded – We did speak at one of the Council
meetings about having an alternate solution that sounded very familiar to
what Mr. Allegretta proposed where it was in another area where it could fit
between large trees.  Did we explore that option?  Is that not a viable option?

City  Manager  responded  –  It  was  clear  that  whether  the  rectangle  was
parallel or turned, it will not affect old growth trees that are already planted
there.  No matter what configuration, either one would work.  Dog Park on
the Summit Avenue side was not considered at this point.   There are reasons
why this is a better location for parking, etc. 

Tom Boorady responded – The idea is not to take away the mature trees, it is
to preserve them the best we can.  What will be cleared is the weed trees
that  are  there,  poison  ivy.   We  would  supplement  as  needed  and  add
evergreen trees as a barrier to the homes.  The only trees being removed are
the two that are dead and neither of those are in the dog park area.  What is
being removed is not even trees, it is scrub underneath that is six inches tall
or less.  We are not taking down any mature trees.  

Roberta Bland – Hackensack – I live right across the street from where you
are proposing to put the dog park.  I moved there because I felt like I was
living in  the  woods  and the  deer  come there and they don’t  disturb  the
community.  It is peaceful and having a dog park directly across from my
home makes me sad.  Every place in Hackensack does not have to have a
building put on it.  We should be allowed to have trees and something that is
beautiful and peaceful for the birds, deer, squirrels.  For me, as a teacher in
Hackensack,  being a teacher,  working is stressful,  and I  come home to a
peaceful  environment.   Having a  dog park and having trees  knock down
across the street from my house makes me feel like I would like to leave.  I
hope that you consider that every piece of property in Hackensack does not
have to have an apartment building, store, or a dog park.  We can have some
trees no matter how big or small they are.  If  you want to get rid of the
poison ivy, fine, but please just leave that area.  

Ben Bland – Hackensack – In addition to things you have already heard, my
reason is we had several burglaries on Davis Avenue and having a dog park
right across the street on a dead-end street is not a good location.  It is going
to invite people there and they can stake out the area.  A dog park is meant
for a bigger park like in Overpeck which doesn’t affect the residents in the
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area.  That is why I am against it.  

Joe Sommers – Hackensack – Originally when Sam showed me the diagram
for the dog park it was going where the old ice-skating rink was.  Then all of
a sudden that was a dumping ground for snow.  I don’t know where they put
it  when it  was an ice-skating rink for 50 years.   They can put it  on that
parking area by Summit.  The asphalt needs to come up from the old parking
lot.  There was a puddle there before Joe Inglima cleaned it up which was
breeding mosquitos.  There is an outlet to Coles Brook.  As you saw in the
letter from Ms. Walsh, that violates NJ law.  We need to reclaim that area.
You took a parking lot and put in paradise and we would like the same done
here.  The asphalt can come out like we did in Fairmount.  There is bedrock
under it, put topsoil over it, the Shade Tree Committee will come plant trees.
We can use it as an ecological study for high school students.  I have been an
educator for half of a century.  This idea of cutting down trees is ecologically
wrong.  It is a sin.  We ask that you not do that.  If this was originally what
Sam showed me, it would seem like a good idea.  I would be okay with that
but not where it is proposed now. Use your head. Use the scientific method,
be honest, be accurate, be specific, do your research and you will get good
answers.  Thank you for the meeting down there.  That is important that our
elected officials listen to the citizens.  

Bernedette Bracker – Hackensack – I am the Chairwoman of the Shade Tree
Committee.  When I take a look at the code that establishes the Shade Tree
Committee, one of our duties is to study and advise the City Council as to the
necessity of shade tree replacement on public property, as to the need for
programs,  ordinances,  or  other  forms  of  planning  and  control  for  the
protection and preservation of shade trees within the city and I speak for the
rest of the shade tree committee when I say we are disappointed that we
have  not  been  included  in  any  of  these  plans  since  clearing  of  trees  is
involved and the interesting thing about trees is that even though they are
only 6 inches they will continue to grow.  I said this in the last open comment
about  this  park,  forest  areas  are  the  only  areas  that  trees  can  grow
unobstructed by powerlines and sidewalks and we think it would be a shame
to clear them out.  We would love to be included in a more formal way than
having  members  come  up  during  a  public  comment  since  we  are  all
volunteering our time.   We aren’t  having any formal  interaction with  the
Council regarding this.  

Mayor  Labrosse  responded  –  I  think  you  are  right  that  we  should  have
included you.  

Janet Wicca – Hackensack – I have lived in Hackensack for 35 years.  I was
always  amazed at  the  trees  and  I  always  love  Staib  Park  especially  the
wooded area that kept the water from flooding the creek and keeping our air
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clean and all that.  I visited the site today and I did notice one thing that no
one has mentioned.  It is about 6 feet from the dog park to the parking lot.
In terms of run off, I feel that removing the trees, you need a path to get to
the park.  The trees absorb thousands of gallons of water every time I rains
and  I  have  a  friend  who  lived  a  block  or  more  off of  the  creek  in  the
Fairmount section and with all of the rain, they get water in their basement.
The removal of those trees are going to have a cascading effect into the
creek and it will affect all of the homes.  I object to the removal of trees to
put in a dog park.  The city has a lot of more open areas.  If you ever visited
Overpeck or Maywood or Van Saun Park and go to the dog park, it is far away
from residential areas. Destroying trees to put in a dog park is ridiculous.  

Angel Carrion – Hackensack – I am directly across from the park and initially I
thought it was a great idea.  However, thinking about the grass and trees in
front of our home, the ecological impact of a dog park will be substantial.  We
have birds,  deer,  hawks,  everything and doing something like  this  is  not
necessary.  The effect is going to be great and this is not something that has
to be done.  This is a unique part of Hackensack and the dog park would
change everything.   There are the issues of parking, safety, bringing a lot of
people  to  the  area,  the  ecological  impact  is  the  biggest  and  the  most
unnecessary.  I am not for a dog park at that location.  Thank you.

Kathleen Salvo – Hackensack – I love dogs, kids, and people and a dog park
is a good thing to have just not in this neighborhood.  People buy houses
because they buy a neighborhood.  You buy a house because you want to be
secluded, have trees, be calm.  In Hackensack we have to put something on
every piece of land.  What happened to open space?  The people voted for
open space when we had the election.  We have to occupy every piece of
land; we are getting crazy with development.  Do the dog park someplace
else.  We can’t limit it to just people in Hackensack.  You are doing thousands
of apartments so maybe these thousands of apartments that don’t have a
place will come up and use the dog run.  Now you are making it like Times
Square. You are bringing thousands of apartment dwellers who don’t have a
place for their dog and they will bring them there to use the dog run.  This is
what happened on State Street.  The owner next door said bring your dog to
the park so you have kids sitting watching a movie and the dog is going to
the bathroom on the grass.  You can’t limit the area to who is going to use it.
This is no place to put this.  Thank you.

Dee Puntasecca – Hackensack – I want a dog park but if you remove one
tree, I’m out.  People don’t realize how important those trees are.  The traffic
from route 4 gets a little muffled with those trees so it is a help even though
they are scrawny, we need the trees.  If they say they are taking 10 down,
you know it will be 20.  I don’t want any trees removed.  
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Gary Terzano – Hackensack – I went today to Staib Park and the city did a
good job of setting it up.  It is great for people to have input.  My concern is
the  noise  that  the  dog  park  will  generate  in  the  summer  and  on  the
weekends.  I live on Fairmount Avenue and between 5AM and 7AM there are
a lot of dogs being walked.  When you put two or three dogs together, there
will be barking.  Secondly, I am a tree hugger so I can not see why we have
to take down trees. I would propose moving the dog park into that parking lot
area, take part of the lot out, make it a pervious surface, keep the trees, and
compromise that way.  I know the dog park in Ridgewood they had it in the
back and they had to move it because the people had enough of the noise.
They moved it out to Ridgewood Avenue.  It is a beautiful park but they also
took down 35 trees to build the parking lot for the dog park.  John made a
comment that people shouldn’t have to come to the park in a car with their
dogs, it is going to happen.  Once it gets out, they will come in from all over
with  their  animals.   I  went  to  Johnson  Park  and  went  to  the  corner  of
Anderson and River and marked out the area that used to be the ice rink.
There would be no trees taken down.  It is 288 feet long by 105 wide.  There
is plenty of parking.  It doesn’t impact anyone’s home.  It has a big buffer.
No one lives close by and it is a large area.  I say experiment and build one
here and see if they come.  I really sympathize with the people that live on
that street.  That noise is going to be astronomical.  

No one else wished to speak.

A motion to close to the public was offered by Councilwoman Von Rudenborg.
and seconded by Deputy Mayor Canestrino 

Deputy Mayor Canestrino responded – I thank you all for coming and it is our
job to listen.  I think we heard you loud and clear.  We are not making any
decisions tonight.  We will look into some of the things you proposed.  I am
not as actively involved with this so I need to look into it a little more before I
can make an educated decision.  

Mayor  Labrosse  responded  –  I  am  glad  you  are  all  here.   This  is  what
government should be.  A few years ago, this room was filled with people
who wanted a dog park.  Our job is to listen to the people.  We did listen and
we spent over two years on this at Staib Park and moved forward and now
we have a group of people opposing a dog park there.  Our job is to listen to
the people.  We had a room full of people against the Atlantic Street Park.
They wanted to keep the parking lot there.  We moved ahead with our plans
on that one and it turned out good.   This is a little different situation.   We
appreciate you coming here.   We have gone out of our way to have several
meetings about this.  Our job is to listen and make our decision based on
input.
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Councilwoman Von Rudenborg responded – Thank you for coming out.    This
is a team effort.  We are having these meetings so everyone can have input.
We appreciate it.   We will  work together to come up with a solution that
makes everyone happy.

Councilman Battaglia responded – I went to the park today at 4.  We will
continue to look and make a decision and we will  let  you know what we
decide on.  

Mayor Labrosse responded – The only open space with any new building on it
was the M&M building and that was for the better good of the community.  All
the  redevelopment  projects  are  on  blighted  property  existing  buildings
already which will bring in revenue for the taxpayers to help us cut taxes.  

Resolution for National Gun Violence Awareness Day:  This is a
supporting  resolution  to  express  condolences  and  support  victims  of  gun
violence,  express  support  of  law  enforcement  officers  and  other  first
responders for the protection of communities.  

Hackensack  RiverWalk  –  Final  Decision  for  Walkway  and
Exterior Furnishings:   A final decision if the walkway is needed.  I have
spoken to Fran and Albert and there is a difference of opinions on concrete
versus asphalt.   A good percentage of the RiverWalk is  already concrete.
Fran  believes  we  should  maintain  the  standards  of  the  streetscape  for
benches and receptacles.  He also supports the concrete notion.  I  would
support concrete as well.  Once the developers put in these new products,
the City is now in this for the long-term maintenance.  

PSE&G Worry Free Vans – Overnight Parking:  There are vans that
PSE&G  has  for  staff that  come  out  to  reinforce  issues  that  are  on  call
employees.   There  are  concerns  from some of  the  Councilmembers  that
these are parked throughout the city.  The people that have these vans are
on call to respond to PSE&G emergencies like light stanchions down or power
outages.    The employees that have these vans are either on shift or on call
and are expected to be able to respond to emergencies in a timely fashion.
They are usually parked at their residence and parking is always an issue in
the city.    

Hackensack Open Space & Recreation Grant Resolution:  The
City of Hackensack is in need of professional planning services to prepare a
recreational plan element for the entire City.  We are pursing grant funding
from the State to have a planner come in to make sure we are on track to
provide the best service and use of properties in our inventory.  

Supporting “Never Forget  the Heroes” Resolution:   This  is  a
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resolution to remember those from 9/11 and the compensation from those
who were either killed on that day or the people who went in there to clean
up that were exposed to toxins and cause them to wind up with cancer and
other diseases.  

Summit Avenue “No Parking” Proposal:  The City has had some
issues with trying to alleviate traffic on Summit.  This was forwarded to the
Traffic Bureau.  They would love to say yes but there are components that
need to be addressed.  We would have to involve the county, address the
medical offices, and get community input.  Lane expansion and the way it is
currently configured may bottleneck unless we take this.  We will pursue all
of these and get a final report.  I think there is a lot of pros and cons that
need to be addressed.  

E-Ciggarette Issue & Ordinance Change: City Attorney – I wanted
to revisit this from a prior meeting, we are looking to adopt an ordinance
adding e-cigarettes to our existing tobacco ordinance regarding not being
allowed to sell unless you are 21, showing proper signage, and essentially
treating them as regular cigarettes.  The state does not regular the vendors
so quite a number of municipalities including Westwood and Ridgewood have
adopted such ordinances where in order to sell e-cigarettes you would have
to have a license to do so which is issued by the City.   It would be issued
through the Health Officer and essentially allow you to keep track who is
selling these things and be able to enforce it. Right now, literally any vendor
can sell e-cigarettes in the community and there is no restriction on it.   My
understanding is the Council was interested in doing so and I have revised
the ordinance for introduction at the next meeting.  One question that should
be discussed is the type of fee imposed for a vendor.  I have surveyed this
and the average is $1,200 a year.  The max is $1,500 and the minimum is
$200.  To me the easiest number is either $600 or $1,200.  The license would
be January 1 to December 31.  The intention would be to make it effective in
August and then have a 5-month license and have to re-apply.   That money
should be used for enforcement for the health officer to go and make sure
people have the correct license and are following the rules and regulations.

A motion to open to the public was offered by Deputy Mayor Canestrino and
seconded by Councilwoman Von Rudenborg.

Gary Terzano – Hackensack – I want to speak about the RiverWalk.  I asked
everyone to look at Edgewater, Hoboken, and Jersey City and look at their
river  front  walks.   You will  see a  majority  of  those walks  are made with
beautiful pavers.  Some of those have been there at least 20 years.  They
were built the right way and that is why they are still in good shape.  If you
look at Edgewater you will  see some damage from superstorm Sandy but
they were not put in properly.  When the Record property developer came to
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the Planning Board they asked what to put in on the RiverWalk and they left
it up to us.    The asphalt doesn’t work, it expands, bubbles, and then it
cracks.  I went down behind the Costco which was built a long time ago.  The
concrete held up well but it is not attractive.  Pavers are expensive but if the
developer is paying for them and we just have to maintain them, they are
easy  to  maintain  provided  they  are  done  the  proper  way.   You  can
incorporate some concrete with pavers.  Please look into that.  Why not go
for the best if they are paying for it because the developers get what they
want going in front of the boards.  Main Street had the pavers and they came
up but that was a long time ago before we were educated on it.  I ask you to
table your vote on this.  I think you will like the pavers when you look into it.
Van Saun Park has pavers that have been there 25 years and they still are
great.  

Gale Wells – Hackensack – Last time I was here I asked for the make and
model number of the metal roll up gates at 170 Prospect for the rear doors.
Did you ever follow up on that?  What are the city’s plans to enforce the
nuisance code? 

City Manager responded – I do not have that information at this time. The
last time Dean and the Health Department were down there they met the
criteria for the noise.  I don’t have the nuisance statute in front of me but
most nuisance statutes say it creates a hazard or nuisance that legitimately
causes people inconvenience or dismay.  Those garage doors are there for
their practical application to keep that apartment complex safe by putting
doors or gates on it so they don’t have people walking through.  It is not
illegal.   People that have complained about that, the list is short.

City Attorney responded – If a complaint is received, the law enforcement or
constable will  make the judgement that it  is  something prosecutable and
upheld in court.  We have a noise code if it is noisy beyond limits, that is one
issue but they have to use some discretion if  it  reaches a relatively high
standard of disruption in order to have a viable complaint.  

Ms. Wells continued – Six people in the first quarter of the year complained
about the noise from the airplanes and a lot more people know about the
noise from the airplanes than know about these metal gates so don’t give
me  the  numbers  thing.   Three  times  they  were  in  violation  when  the
constable came, the fourth time they were one to two decibels  below or
within the margin of error.  The real problem is you don’t even know if they
are rated for the use intended because you don’t have the make and model
number.   How  can  you  grant  a  permit  for  a  building  with  over  270
apartments over 600 parking spaces and not know if the gates are rated for
the use intended? 
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City Manager responded – The City does not determine what product that
people  put  in  their  buildings  if  they  meet  the  safety  code.   If  the  noise
exceeds then we can take action but its clearly not my job or the city’s job to
do the research prior to the purchase of people’s garage doors.  How much
oversight do you think the city has? 

Ms. Wells continued – When you have a history of three violations and then
all of sudden, they get a permit issued and it doesn’t raise an eyebrow.  I
asked Allison four times.  It’s like a big secret.  Sit in my apartment Sunday
morning, three cars back to back.  I can’t open my windows.  Get the make
and model number.  Maybe I have to take my argument elsewhere. I was told
my pockets are not deep enough so I can’t go after the city.   I am asking for
your help; I have been asking for your help since you started and it has not
stopped.  This weekend he is going to have the gates going non-stop. 

City Manager responded – I will get the make and model of those doors.  I will
get it before we have another Council meeting.  

139 Ricardo Place – Hackensack – I am here to represent my friend and his
interests as a disabled person and the problems he has living in his own
home. I see a lot of signs in the city saying it is Stigma Free.  If someone lives
in a home and can’t drive because they suffer from epilepsy, there is no
reason why they can’t go where they want to go because other people park
in front of their entrance door to their private home.  They can’t go to and
from where they want to if  an emergency vehicle  comes or  food service
comes.  My friend Terrance Lynch lives that way.  He needs you to see the
problem.  We have people parking this way.  People from the high school on
Beech Street are parking on Ricardo Place, a lot of kids park over there.  My
friend gets visiting nurses, County officials, people to check on his health,
and no one can park there.  It is threatening him as a person.  The other
issue is recycling rules.  People who want to dispose of certain electronic
goods must take it to Green Street to dispose of it.  He can’t do that.  He
can’t legally drive.  Is there a way to resolve this problem? 

City Manager responded – Take my card, have him call me.  

Richard Salkin – Hackensack – You have an ordinance on for second reading
on  the  compensation  for  off-duty  police  officers.   I  don’t  want  to  speak
against the ordinance but this is directed at the City Attorney.  Take a look at
section 148 because there seems to be overlap in terms of enforcement. It
has when you are doing something in traffic and using the off-duty cops and
equipment.  There is language in there in Chapter 148, 34 Section H.  The
language in there says the city shall be compensated for its costs.  I think
this one just needs to be tweaked to match it up.  
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Regina DiPasqua – Hackensack – I would like to know what the budget is for
furnishing the M&M Building.  I am glad you are listening to people about
what you are doing in  their  neighborhood.   I  wish you had for  the M&M
Building.  The RiverWalk, concrete is durable and you dress it up with plants.
It doesn’t have to be pretty.  PSE&G, someone sold you a bag of goods about
worry free.   PSEG you schedule an appliance repair service, residential, they
fix appliances, it is nothing on the streets and mostly by appointment.  It is
on their website.  The problem is they are parked illegally where they are
parked and parking is limited.  Plus, we have no commercial vehicles parked
on the street.  They are not responding to emergencies.  They come in three
or four days, not always same day.  Summit would be a nightmare to make
that change but there are other ways to go around.  There is very little traffic
on the parallel streets.  

Corrine  McMeyer  –  Hackensack  –  I  wanted  to  thank  everyone  here  for
allowing me to speak.  I had a place that I was sort of approved for another
apartment and it  didn’t  work out.   The person that made the accusation
about me being aggressive, I was frustrated with the dates they gave me to
move out.  I  went to see a lawyer,  Mr. Welsh, and he is looking into the
matter. I want to thank everyone so much.  I go to church every Sunday.  I
want to thank the Mayor because I  think he is doing a great job.   I  was
reading a book about cultures and where we came from and before everyone
was forced into worshipping and in the beginning of  the book the author
states that people in politics like to build.  I  identify with that a little bit.
Thank you all.   I hope things get better. 

Kathleen Salvo – Hackensack – I believe the nuisance ordinance states that if
you can hear it in your apartment then it is a nuisance. We did this with block
watch.  When I refer to open space, it also means height.  You take a one-
story building and make it higher, you are doing zero setbacks, no sidewalks,
you  are  crushing  us.   I  feel  claustrophobic.   Why  do  you  have  to  put
something in every neighborhood?  Leave them the way they are meant to
be.  Open space is open space.  I agree with Regina.  I had a heating problem
once and they didn’t come out in the middle of the night.  No parking on
Summit Avenue, parking needs to be there.  Are we going to have shared
services with the County for senior citizens? We can have her come to the
M&M so it would be one less person and then maybe they can give us that
building and put it back on the tax rolls since they won’t need it anymore.
That would be nice, it would save the city some money.  

No one else wished to speak.

A motion to close to the public was offered by Deputy Mayor Canestrino and
seconded by Councilman Battaglia.
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Deputy Mayor Sims arrived at 7:50 PM

Council
Member

Intr
o

Secon
d Yes No

Abstai
n

Absen
t

Excuse
d

Von 
Rudenborg X  
Deputy 
Mayor 
Canestrino X X  

Deputy 
Mayor Sims X X  

Battaglia X  
Mayor 
Labrosse X  

CITY OF HACKENSACK

A RESOLUTION CALLING FOR AN EXECUTIVE MEETING OF THE CITY
COUNCIL FOR THE FOLLOWING PURPOSES:

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council of the City of Hackensack deem it
necessary to discuss certain actions under Section 7b7 & 7b8 of the Open
Public Meetings Act which pertains to matters falling within attorney-client
privilege,  on-going  litigation  and  personnel  matters  concerning  the
employment of a current or prospective public employee(s).

WHEREAS, the Mayor and Council of the City of Hackensack is of the
opinion that such circumstances may presently exist; and

WHEREAS, the City Council wishes to discuss the following issues:

1. Personnel Matters 
2. On-going  Litigation  –Candela,  Terranova  v.

Hackensack, Riotto v. Hackensack
3. Matters involving attorney/client privilege 
4. Matters involving the purchase, lease or acquisition of

real property 
5. Any  pending  or  anticipated  litigation  or  contract

negotiations 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Mayor and Council of
the City of Hackensack deem it necessary to exclude the public from this
discussion.  The outcome of the discussion will be disclosed within 90 days or
at such time as the interests of the City do not require confidentiality.
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Motion to adjourn Executive Session meeting was offered by Deputy Mayor
Canestrino and seconded by Councilman Battaglia.  Meeting adjourned at
10:48 PM. 

Motion to adjourn COW meeting was offered by Deputy Mayor Canestrino
and seconded by Deputy Mayor Sims.  Meeting adjourned at 10:48 PM.

APPROVED by the Mayor and Council on July 22, 2019.

ATTEST:  ____________________________
CITY CLERK
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